BASICCOMPOSITION.COM
CONCEPTUAL WRITING PROMPTS
+What is a man? What makes a man (think of societal, cultural, religious, and other norms)?
+What is a woman? What makes a woman (think of societal, cultural, religious, and other
norms)?
+What do you think is the most important event in human history? Why? Compare to others if
needed (second or third important)
+What is more entertaining to you: Reading, Television, Video Gaming, or Using the Internet?
Why?
+Explain how you make your favorite dish (for breakfast, lunch, or dinner)?
+What is religion? Why do you think there are so many?
+What makes a song good? Give examples.
+What makes a film good? Give examples.
+What is cultural tolerance? How can we achieve cultural tolerance in our country?
+What are the characteristics of a bad spouse/significant other?
+There is a saying, "It takes a village to raise a child." What does this mean to you?
+Many argue that religious texts are simply fictional and not to be taken literally. What do you
think?
+What is love? Are their different kinds?
+What makes a good leader? Explain any qualities you provide.
+Are your parents "good" parents? Why or why not?
+Why do religious factions (e.g., different religious individuals) hate each other so much (e.g.,
Why have Muslims and Christians been fighting each other for centuries)? What is at stake?
Why does it matter/Does it matter?
+Why? Why are humans here? How did we evolve/appear? Where are we going as a species?
+We always ask what love is, but we never ask what hate is… so, what is hate?
+Is something like sex necessary for happiness? What about money? (Is money necessary for
happiness?) What is happiness? And, what is necessary to achieve it?
+What is trust? How is trust earned?
+What are the characteristics of a good employee? What are the characteristics of a good
supervisor? Explain.

